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Published Data

- Hungary W2
- Lithuania W2
- Australia W2
- Japan W1
- Czech Republic W1
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Data to be Released

- Sweden W1
- Czech Republic W2
- Austria W2
- Italy W2
- Russia W2
- Netherlands W3
- Hungary W3
- Russia W3
- Australia W3
- France W3
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Users

# of GGP Data Users 2014

Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun

1,700  1,750  1,800  1,850  1,900  1,950  2,000  2,050
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Details

- €5 million
- 4 years
- ‘Integrating Activities’
- No funding for Data Collection
- Funding to improve infrastructure
  - Reduce Costs
  - Improve Quality
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Partners

- NIDI
- INED
- Population Europe
- University of Oxford
- Bocconi University
- Stockholm University
- Universiteit Utrecht
- Hungarian Demographic Research Institute
- Warsaw School of Economics
- Universitat Pompeu Fabra
- GESIS
- Ljubljana,
- Statistics Norway
- Southampton
- Antwerpen
- BiB
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Work Packages

Cross-Cutting Activities
- 11. Innovation
- 12. Monitoring and Impact Assessment

Networking Activities
- 1. Knowledge Exchange
- 2. Use of the Data Infrastructure & Training
- 3. Networking with Partners

Data Access Activities
- 4. Improving Virtual Access
- 5. Developing a Virtual Online Community
- 6. Improving Data Products

Joint Research Activities
- 7. High Performance Methodologies
- 8. Pilot project for the European GGP
- 9. Data Mapping & Integration
- 10. Contextual Database
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Details

• Opening late 2014
• Fewer places than last time
• Roadmap leading to an ERIC
• Helps with funding for Data Collection
• Requires Commitment from Member States
Thank you
ggp@nidi.nl